
Building Our Digital 
Private Sphere.

Since 2014, we are building a new international 
certification body, and a 1st compliant ecosystem 
and device, that will bring radically-unprecedented 
security and privacy to the our private human 
computing and then society most critical IT 
systems, while concurrently ensuring off-line 
in-person legitimate lawful access.
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Year 2000. 
The Promise of the Internet 
for Freedom, and Democracy.

Year 2020.
 The Promise was 

turned on its head.



https://www.trustless.ai/blogposts/2019/2/10/i
f-even-trump-and-bezos-cant-buy-a-shred-of-
digital-privacy

 Jan 22th, 2020. Bezos repported hackes via WhatsApp. The New 
York Times states: “For the ultrarich and influential, the Bezos hack 

should be a terrifying revelation” 

https://www.trustless.ai/blogposts/2019/2/10/if-even-trump-and-bezos-cant-buy-a-shred-of-digital-privacy
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https://www.trustless.ai/blogposts/2019/2/10/i
f-even-trump-and-bezos-cant-buy-a-shred-of-
digital-privacy

 On Nov 21st, 2017. Levi’s Stadium, Santa Clara, California.
A recreational drone drops thousands of leaflets, and then again

on another nearbly stadium.  

https://www.trustless.ai/blogposts/2019/2/10/if-even-trump-and-bezos-cant-buy-a-shred-of-digital-privacy
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US citizens fear cybercrime 
twice more than any other crime

(source: Gallup poll)

The Problem in Numbers

By 2022, yearly IT security sales will be $250 billion 
while cybercrime cost will hit $2 trillion

(source: Accenture)

Nothing money can buy: a huge unmet demand.

=
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Cybersecurity is the 2nd greatest concern 
of high net-worth individuals, 
after “their country politics”

(source: UBS poll)



The Source of Problem

Hyper-complexity of systems and supply-chains.

Obscurity in hardware and software design, and fabrication.

Unverified Trust in organization, people and systems.
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The Ultimate Source of Problem

Everything is broken, by design, at 
birth, by powerful nations

 to retain legitimate investigation 
capabilities to prevent grave crimesBut then is it really a 

technical problem?

One accident every 
16 million flights √

17 nuclear nations. 
We are still alive! √

1.6bn 
phones 

made every year

Each one hackable 
by a teenage hacker. X

=



Perception

Reality

. 

Perception vs. Reality
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Drowning in a Sea of Lies

1984 Apple Spot

2019 Apple Billboards

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gordonkelly/2019/08/31/apple-iphone-ipad-security-ios-upgrade-iphone-xs-max-xr-update/

Willful Lies Truth

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gordonkelly/2019/08/31/apple-iphone-ipad-security-ios-upgrade-iphone-xs-max-xr-update/


Competitors

                     Low   Medium      High           Very-high        Ultra-high

Certifications 
to App

Foundry 
to App

CPU/HW 
to App

OS App

App Only

Control 
Over
the 

Supply 
Chain

Security-Review vs. Complexity

Inadequacy of Current IT solutions

Ledger 

Over-the-Top 
Endpoint Security 
Solutions:  
Crowdstrike - 
Symantec - Trend 
Micro - Sophos - 
McAfee - 
Kaspersky - Palo 
Alto Networks - 
Fortinet - Panda 
Security - Fireeye - 
F-Secure - Check 
Point - SentinelOne 
- Cylance



Current standards are broken and non-comprehensive by design, with 
plausible deniability, in order to enable lawful access. 
(e.g. ETSI, CENELEC, Common Criteria, FIPS, Trusted Computing Group, Global Platform):

1. do not certify a complete end-2-end computing experience over its entire lifecycle. 
2. do not include all critical hardware design and fabrication phases, or with insufficient 

requirements;
3. require dubious crypto standards, such “national crypto standards”, including custom 

elliptic cryptographic curves, that leave substantial doubts about the ability of advanced threat 
actors to bypass them;

4. certify components that are critically dependent or connected to other devices that are not 
subject to the same certification processes;

5. have very slow and costly certification processes, due to various organizational 
inefficiencies and to the fact that they mostly certify large (and often new) proprietary target 
architectures, rather than an extension of certified and open ones.

6. (!) are developed in opaque ways and processes, are only very indirectly and inadequately 
citizen-accountable, and vulnerable to various pressures from governments and commercial 
interested;
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Inadequacy of Current IT Security Certifications
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Key Intuition of TCCB

Meaningful digital freedom and public safety are not an “either 
or” choice but a “both or neither” challenge, which can largely be 
solved by reconceptualizing IT security as a governance problem.



SOLUTION: TCCB, TCC, Seevik Pod and Seevik Phone

SeeVik Pod

2mm 
SeeVik 

Pod

5mm
top-of-class
smartphone 
by partner.

Translucent Case

http://www.trustlesscomputing.org/tccb


Unique Transparency:
All critically-involved hardware and software 

publicly-inspectable in their source designs.

Unique Review vs. Complexity:
Extreme levels of security-review in relations to 

complexity by independent “ethically aligned” experts

Unique Oversight:
Including citizen-witness for chip fabrication, and 

citizens-juries for hosting room access, 
also for legitimate lawful access.

Unique New Certifications:
with an holistic zero-trust approach and with extreme 
technical-proficiency, citizen-accountability, ethics and 

resiliency against government pressures.. 

4 UNIQUE Security Safeguards

TCCB: Four Unique Safeguards 
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Leadership & Certification Body
 

www.trustlesscomputing.org

www.trustlesscomputing.org/tccb www.free-and-safe.org

    We are the startup spin-off of:

https://www.free-and-safe.org
http://www.trustlesscomputing.org/tccb
https://www.trustlesscomputing.org/
https://www.trustlesscomputing.org/
http://www.trustlesscomputing.org
http://www.trustlesscomputing.org/tccb
https://www.free-and-safe.org
https://www.free-and-safe.org


1. assumes that extremely-skilled attackers are willing to devote even tens of millions of 
Euros to compromise the supply chain or lifecycle, through legal and illegal subversion 
of all kinds, including economic pressures.

2.  provides extremely user-accountable and technically-proficient oversight of all 
hardware, software and organizational processes critically involved in the entire lifecycle 
and supply chains;

3. provides extreme levels of security review intensity relative to system complexity, 
for all critical components; and includes only publicly verifiable components, and 
strongly minimizes use of non-Free/Open-source software and firmware.

4.  includes only open innovations with clear and low long-term royalties (<15% of 
end-user cost) from patent and licensing fees, to prevent undue intellectual property right 
holders’ pressures, lock-ins, patent vetoes and ensure low-costs affordable to ordinary 
citizens;

5. includes only critical components that are publicly inspectable in their source designs, 
and strongly minimizes the use of non-Free/Open-source software and firmware, 
especially in critical components.

TCCB: Trustless Computing Paradigms (Summary)
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Trustless
(i.e. distrustful, untrusting)

The resilience and workings of our westerns democratic systems 
is entirely dependent on the invention uncompromisingly 

untrusting organizational mechanisms - for voting in general 
elections processes - that eliminate the assumption or need of 
unverified trust in anything or anyone - completely untrusting, 

distrustful, trustless.



Why do need to go down to CPU design & Chip Fabrication?

Trust cannot be added to integrated 
circuits after fabrication 
US Defense Science Board (2005)

“From what we’ve learned, we should assume 
all mainstream CPUs to be compromised” 
Bruce Schneier (2014)

Among EU member states, it’s hilarious: they claim 
digital sovereignty but they rely mostly on Chinese 
hardware, on US American software, and they need 
a famous Russian to reveal the vulnerabilities.
Michael Sieber, former Head of Information Superiority of the European 
Defence Agency stated at our 1st Free and Safe in Cyberspace (2015) 

“
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Prevent Abuse by Users AND Law Enforcement (½)

▪ TCCB radically-unprecedented socio-technical safeguards maximize both users' 
civil rights and the crucial needs of the public security agencies.

▪ Partial temporary encryption keys are mandatorily saved daily to a redundant 
set of SeeVik Rooms, whose physical access for any reason  requires the 
physical approval of a jury of 5 randomly-sample citizens, and an attorney, 
selected and accountable to an international Trustless Computing Certification 
Body (TCCB)

▪ Through our SeeVik Rooms we provision (1) key recovery service to all 
end-users, in case of user death or loss of password; (2) protection against 
insider threats; as well as (3) a way to comply (voluntarily) to only legal AND 
constitutional lawful access requests (feasible in Switzerland and EU).

▪

Safeguards at the Service Level
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How do you prevent Criminal Abuse of such Ultra-Secure IT?
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The threat of criminal actors who could produce their own SeeVik Devices will be 
extremely and sufficiently reduced by a combination of: 
▪ IP cores tied to specific, capital intensive fabrication processes, naturally not 

available on mini scale prototyping fabrication facilities and foundries.
▪ The current inability of malevolent states or groups to fully and truly control a 

larger semiconductor foundry.
▪ In the rare case in which foreign terrorist groups may attempt to produce them 

in such sizeable foundries, intelligences of EU will make sure to either forcefully 
stop it, or insert vulnerabilities in their fabrication processes to acquire in the 
future highly valuable intelligence.

Safeguards at the Fabrication Level
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TCCB: Ultimately it is all about Governance!!

The Governance should maximize Technical Proficiency, Citizen Accountability, and 
Resilience against Undue Pressures, and long-term resilience:

1. 30% Scientific & Ethical Advisory Board, initially composed of Trustless Computing Association 
scientific advisory board, with some addition and removals.

2. 15%  Data Protection Agencies of 2 or more nations with relatively high levels of civil freedoms 
and democratic accountability. Offered initially to current R&D partners Italy and Austria, but also to 
Switzerland, Germany, India, China.

3. 15% Security or Defense Agencies of 2 or more nations with relatively high levels of democratic 
accountability. Offered initially to current R&D partners Italy and Austria, but also to Switzerland, 
Germany, India, China.

4. 20% Random-Sampled Global Citizens, selected according to reflect global demographic diversity 
and self-managed according to the deliberative polling(™) method, by which they self-educate and 
invite experts about a complex matter and then deliberate on it. They will rotate every 6 months in 
alternate batches of 5.

5. 10% Individual and Institutional Users of TCCB-compliant IT Services, with voting proportional to 
the number of active end-users.

6. 10% Security-Critical Technical Partners of TCCB-compliant IT services, split among such 
partners in proportion to level of commitment to TCCB.
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Three days after the Paris attacks, Ms Mogherini, Head of EDA & EEAS:
“They play with our fears to tear our societies apart.
But our societies will not be destroyed by the other, in our societies.
They might be destroyed by our fear of the other, in our societies.
This is something we must stay vigilant about”.

TCCB: What about Disruptive Emerging Techs

AI

Blockchains

Quantum 
Computing

open, battle-tested, time-tested
techs and process



TCCB: Context and Ecosystem



TCCB Strategy

Submitted through: Submitted through:

Initially complies to:

3+
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TCCB Scale-Up Vision

Once the TCCB and an initial TCCB-complaint 
systems  has been market proven for the most 
high-risk human communications, it will be:

   (A) Embedded as sort of "ultra-secure smart 
backscreen" in the back of hundred of millions 
of commercial phones.

 (B) Deployed as standard root-of-trust for the 
most privacy-sensitive or safety-critical 
cyber-physical and autonomous/AI systems, 
civilian and military.
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TCCB: as basis for global institutions for Peace and Democracy
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TCCB: Memberships Benefits and Costs

PRIVATE MEMBERS

BENEFITS

1. Become Founding Member of the  
Trustless Computing Certification Body.

2. Participate to governance with 2% of 
decision-making power. 

3. Limited exclusivity or co-exclusivity 
for 24 months among similar entities.

4. Promotion during TCA and TCCB 
events, including including FSC 
Conference Series.

COSTS

 Yearly Membership Fees:
 CHF 5k (revenue < 10 m)
 CHF 20k (revenue < 1 bn)
 CHF 50k (revenue > 1 bn)

NGO/GOV MEMBER

BENEFITS

1. Become Supporting Member of the  
Trustless Computing Certification 
Body.

2. Be invited to consultations and 
discussion groups, in person and 
online.

3. Be publicized during TCA and TCCB 
events, including including FSC 
Conference Series.

COSTS

 Yearly Membership Fees:
 CHF 1k (revenue < 5 m)
 CHF 3k (revenue < 100 m)
 CHF 10k (revenue > 100 m)

TECHNICAL MEMBER

BENEFITS

1. Become Technical Member of 
TCCB and the Trustless 
Computing Consortium

2. Receive a share of CHF 6m+ being 
fundraised

3. Limited exclusivity for 24 months, 
among similar firms in similar stacks 
or domains.

4. Be publicized during TCA and TCCB 
events, including FSC Conference 
Series.

COSTS

 Yearly Membership Fees:
 CHF 5k (revenue < 100 m)
 CHF 20k (revenue > 100 m)

https://www.trustlesscomputing.org/tccb-seevik-net
https://www.trustlesscomputing.org/tccb-seevik-net


 TCA Team 

Keshaw Singh
Design manager

Rufo Guerreschi
Executive Director

Paul Foster
Deputy Director

Udit Dhawan
Co-lead Scientist

Roberto Gallo
Co-lead Scientist

JON SHAMAH
Chairman of  (EEMA)

Christian Wirth
Emerging Technologies Lead



Trustless

Global R&D Partners (2016-2020)

Two EU nation states, a EU foundry, leading open ultra-secure CPU makers, the 
largest EU cybersecurity industry association, the largest AI R&D center in the world:
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Advisors

Two Stanford University professors, leading EU cryptographers, top EU security experts:
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1. TRUSTLESS.AI Spin-off Startup 

2. Free and Safe in Cyberspace Event Series 
held in Brussels, Iguazu, New York,, Berlin, Geneva, next Zurich.

3. Public funding R&D Initiatives

4. EU Trustless Dual-Use Initiative

5. Trustless Computing Campus and Cluster in CH

Action Lines
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Bruce Schneier – Arguably the world’s most-renowned  IT security 
expert. Board Member at Electronic Frontier Foundation, OSI and EPIC. 
CTO at Resilient Systems, IBM. Fellow at Harvard Law School

Yvo Desmedt – World-renowned cryptographer, and pioneer of 
threshold cryptography

Richard Stallman – President of the Free Software Foundation. Founder 
of the Free Software movement

Roberto Gallo – CEO and Chief Scientist at KRYPTUS. Coordinator of the 
Cybersecurity Committee at the Brazilian Defense Industry. 

John Calian – Head of the Telekom Innovation Laboratories

Eric Drexler – Senior Visiting Fellow at the Oxford Martin School, Oxford 
University, and Researcher and Internal Advisor to the Future of 
Humanity Institute (FHI), led by Prof. Nick Bostrom, nanotechnology 
pioneer and AI security expert

Paul Nemitz – Director for Fundamental Rights and Union Citizenship in 
the EU Commission’s Directorate-General for Justice and Consumers

Steven Bellovin – IT Security Professor at Columbia University. 
Co-author of foundational papers on state attempts to reconcile 
cyber-investigation and privacy (1997, 2013) 

Bjoern Rupp – CEO of GSMK Cryptophone, leading mobile device 
security provider

Koen Maris – CTO at ATOS.  Former CSO at Telecom Luxembourg

Melle Van Den Berg – Managing Consultant at CapGemini Cyber Security 
Consulting. 

Max Schrems – Leading Austrian privacy activist. Initiated a lawsuit 
questioning the compliance of the Safe Harbor agreement between EU 
and US

John C. Havens – Executive Director of the IEEE Global Initiative for 
Ethical Considerations in the Design of AI Autonomous Systems

Roman Yampolskiy – World-renowned AI superintelligence safety expert 
and professor. Author of the book “Artificial Superintelligence”

Kai Rannenberg – Chair at Deutsche Telekom, Chair of Multilateral 
Security at Goethe University

Speakers to Free and Safe in Cyberspace Workshops (2/2)
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Speakers to Free and Safe in Cyberspace Workshops (½)

Michael Sieber – Head of Information Superiority at the European 
Defence Agency. (2012-2016)

Joseph Cannataci – UN Special Rapporteur on the Right of Privacy.

Reinhard Posch – Chief Information Officer of the Federal Republic of 
Austria. Formerly Chairman of the Board of ENISA

Wojciech Wiewiórowski – Deputy European Data Protection Supervisor

Achim Klabunde – Head of Sector IT Policy at European Data Protection 
Supervisor

Thomas J. Ackermann – Strategy & Rapid Innovation-KdoCIR-German 
Federal Armed Forces

Andreas Wild – Former Executive Director at ECSEL JU, the largest EU 
R&D public funding program for microelectronics (150M€/ year)

Jan Philipp Albrecht – Former Vice-Chair of the Committee on Civil 
Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE) of the EU Parliament

Marit Hansen – Data Protection Supervisor of the State of 
Schleswig-Holstein, Federal Republic of Germany

Bart Preneel – Former President at International Association for 
Cryptologic Research. Director at COSIC KU Leuven. Arguably EU’s most 
peer-recognized IT security expert and researcher

William R. Pace – Executive Director, World Federalist 
Movement-Institute for Global Policy (WFM-IGP). Convener of the 
Coalition for the International Criminal Court (CICC) since 1995.

Andreas Reisen – Head of IR security standardization programs at 
German Federal Ministry of the Interior.

Jovan Golic – Former Privacy, Security and Trust Action Line Leader of 
EIT Digital 

Marcos Vinicius Mazoni – President of SERPRO, the main Brazilian IT 
Public Agency, delegated by Roussef to counter NSA spying.

Pierre Chastanet – Senior Policy Analyst at EU Parliament Science and 
Technology Options Assessment unit (STOA) and the EU Parliament 
LIBE Committee Secretariat

Renaud Sirdey – Director of Research at Commissariat à l’Energie 
Atomique, French Department of Energy
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https://www.free-and-safe.org/past-speakers-2/#Sirdey_past
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Building Our Digital 
Private Sphere.

Since 2014, we are building a new international 
certification body, and a 1st compliant ecosystem 
and device, that will bring radically-unprecedented 
security and privacy to the our private human 
computing and then society most critical IT 
systems, while concurrently ensuring off-line 
in-person legitimate lawful access.


